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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited take no 
responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness and expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or 
in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of this announcement.
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VoluNtarY aNNouNCemeNt

iNVeStiGatioNal NeW druG NBl-015
GraNted orPhaN-druG deSiGNatioN BY the u.S. Fda

The board of directors (the “Board”) of CSPC Pharmaceutical Group Limited (the “Company”, 
together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) is pleased to announce that the antibody drug NBL-015, 
independently developed by NovaRock Biotherapeutics Limited, a subsidiary of the Company in 
the United States, was granted orphan-drug designation by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) for the treatment of pancreatic cancer.

Pancreatic cancer contributes to the death of more than 430,000 people worldwide per year and is one 
of the most malignant tumors. According to the statistics of the American Cancer Society in 2019, its  
one-year general survival rate was 24% and five-year general survival rate was 9% only, being 
the fourth leading cause of cancer death in the United States. There are very limited choices for 
diagnosing and treating pancreatic cancer with 90% of the patients diagnosed at the stage of locally 
advanced or metastatic cancer, and the five-year median survival rate is below 6% after metastasis. 
Currently the therapies for treating pancreatic cancer are primarily conventional chemotherapy and 
resection, presenting a highly unmet medical need.

Claudin-18.2 is a highly specific cell-surface molecule widely expressed in gastric and pancreatic 
tumors. Thus the development of therapeutic antibodies targeting Claudin-18.2 has high anti-cancer 
potential. NBL-015 is a fully human anti-Claudin-18.2 monoclonal antibody which has been protein 
engineered to achieve optimized ADCC, CDC and ADCP effects. Preclinical in vitro cell killing 
studies, animal pancreatic cancer elimination and safety studies have demonstrated that NBL-015 has 
significant advantages over similar drugs in terms of low immunogenicity, good safety, high affinity 
and high anti-tumor activity, providing a promising prospect of becoming the best-in-class target 
therapy for the treatment of pancreatic cancer and gastric cancer.
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This orphan-drug designation will allow the Group to communicate with the U.S. FDA frequently 
and speed up the clinical development, registration and launch of NBL-015. The Group plans to file 
the clinical trial application for this investigational drug in China and the United States in 2021.
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